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In the University Center of Defense in San Javier, composite 

sheets based on carbon fiber and epoxy matrix have been 

prepared, with some of them doped with graphene oxide or with 

0.1% graphite from Sigma-Aldritch and manufatured by us. 

These sheets were then irradiated with X-rays in the 

radiodiagnosis service of the Mesa del Castillo Hospital, 

Murcia, Spain. Radiation absorption measures via image 

analysis were performed and it has been shown that graphene-

doped sheets absorb an important part of the X-ray intensity 

over a wide range of energy. These experiments were repeated 

over various ranges of frequency and energy with similar 

results. 

The surface properties of the cathode materials assume an 

essential job in deciding the exhibition and effectiveness of 

vitality stockpiling gadgets. Graphene oxide and nanostructures 

of 3d change metal oxides were incorporated for development 

of cathodes in supercapacitors, and the electronic structure and 

oxidation states were tested utilizing close edge X-beam 

ingestion fine structure. Understanding the science of graphene 

oxide would give important knowledge into its reactivity and 

properties as the graphene oxide change to decreased graphene 

oxide is a key advance in the blend of the anode materials. 

Spellbound conduct of the synchrotron X-beams and the precise 

reliance of the close edge X-beam assimilation fine structures 

(NEXAFS) have been used to contemplate the direction of the σ 

and π obligations of the graphene oxide and graphene oxide–

metal oxide nanocomposites. The center level advances of 

individual metal oxides and that of the graphene oxide 

nanocomposite indicated that the collaboration of graphene 

oxide with the metal oxide nanostructures has not adjusted the 

electronic structure of both of them. As the rebuilding of the π 

organize is significant for acceptable electrical conductivity, the 

C K edge NEXAFS spectra of diminished graphene oxide 

nanocomposites affirms the equivalent through expanded force 

of the sp2-determined abandoned states π* band. An articulated 

precise reliance of the diminished example and the arrangement 

of excitonic tops affirmed the development of expanded 

conjugated system. 

Introduction    

Supercapacitors with their boss force thickness, high 

release/charge rates, and high cyclability contrasted with 

batteries are perfect vitality stockpiling gadgets for high-power 

conveyance requirement. Graphene with its high electrical 

conductivity, huge surface zone, and compound idleness has 

been supported for supercapacitor electrodes. Oxidation of 

graphite and development of carbonyl functionalities bring 

about an expanded interlayer partition. Two-dimensional 

graphene oxide shed from oxidized graphite has an electronic 

structure like that of a wide bandgap semiconductor. The 

nearness of sp2-and sp3-hybridized states in graphene oxide 

can be modified by either fluid stage or gas stage decrease 

processes. For supercapacitor applications, it is basic to lessen 

the graphene oxide to acquire electrical twofold layer 

capacitance. The change of graphene oxide to diminished 

graphene oxide is a significant procedure, and understanding 

the science of graphene oxide will give knowledge into the 

reactivity and properties of both the graphene oxide and the 

decreased graphene oxide.  

The presentation of supercapacitors can be upgraded by 

utilizing a blend of electrical twofold layer capacitance and 

faradaic capacitance emerging through redox charge move 

responses likewise called pseudocapacitance. The particular 

capacitance of diminished graphene oxide with 135 F/g could 

be expanded to 480 F/g by consolidating pseudocapacitance 

materials in the electrode. Reduced graphene oxide–metal oxide 

nanocomposites as cathode material for supercapacitors has 

been the subject of serious examination, because of the metal 

oxide pseudocapacitance abilities that can build the particular 

capacitance colossally. Graphene–metal oxide nanocomposites 

have indicated predominant execution as anode materials in 

lithium particle batteries with high reversible limits and great 

cycle performance. MnO2 with its ideal redox properties brings 

about high pseudocapacitance, and in this way is a brilliant 

contender for cathode material. Graphene oxide–cobalt oxide 

nanocomposite has likewise been shown as an exceptionally 

appropriate material for supercapacitor applications displaying 

unrivaled electrochemical conduct and enormous explicit 

capacitance. However, these two materials when utilized in 

blend ought to hold great attachment, uniform inclusion, and 

great electrical contact with amazingly low interface 

opposition.  

A strong electrophoretic statement (EPD) method empowered 

uniform testimony of graphene oxide in the current work. In our 

previous work, the EPD procedure had been streamlined to get 

a decent following film, and furthermore the electrical qualities 

of the nanocomposite film were tried utilizing cyclic 

voltammetry. It is fundamental to test the morphology, 

electronic structure, and direction of oxide materials to improve 

the terminal execution. Carbon and oxygen center level 

spectroscopy, specifically X-beam ingestion spectroscopy 

(XAS), is an exceptionally touchy test of the nearby electronic 

structure just as concoction organization and neighborhood 

holding environment, which has been applied in a few 

investigations of diminished graphene oxides. In this work, 
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XAS is utilized to consider the surface properties of the 

individual oxides and the nanocomposites, and the affectability 

of XAS to the neighborhood condition is utilized to distinguish  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the different carbon holding situations. Rakish ward XAS gives 

further knowledge into atomic direction of nearby structures in 

the graphene oxide and nanocomposite. 

 

 

 

 


